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and fall with the steam of the boiling as to how best to accomplish given ends,
water before watchful James Watt Obviously, the ideal librarian must be
realized therein the possibilities of high- ever on the hunt for better ways and
powered locomotives-and of other dan- tried methods of presenting his materials.
This leads us straight to a third chargerous things.
What kind of a mind, then, makes acteristic, namely:
possible a research library? Or, what
3. Willingness to endure the inshould be looked for in the ideal research evitable drudgery involved in keeping
librarian? May we glance briefly a t four the machinery of the library running
effectively. And there is drudgery. For
characteristics, in particular1. First, vision as to the scope of one thing, there must be eternal vigilance
the library. What a vexed question is as to what is appearing in all quarters
that of scope! Regardless of who may of the globe on his given subjects. No
be the ultimate czar, the judgment of matter how many people may help in
the librarian should surely here be suggesting titles for purchase, in the
prophetic. No one else is in such a final analysis it is the research librarian
strategic position to sense possibilities who is responsible for seeing that the
in outreach; to no one else is it so important publications are added to
important to hold a sane balance under the shelves And no matter how high
the pressure of the various demands may be one's ideals, reading book-lists,
made by specialists in different fields; trade lists, advertisements, etc., at
and for no one else is it so imperative times does become tiresome! I t is true
to be eternally alert t o emerging de- there are compensations, but ocmands. Verily and in good sooth, "where casionally these are hard to see. And,
the material once in, oversight as to
there is no vision the people perish."
proper entries, subject-headings, sending
2. A second characteristic is flex- notices to those interested, checking
ibility of mind. In this I would include the thousand and one necessary details
a passion for personal growth into actual involve a drudgery which may become
scholarship in some field of knowledge. as monotonously tedious and is as
I t is not given to many of us to become important a s washing dishes.
Indeed, in our
a Justin Winsor.
4. Fourthly, the ideal research lidesperate attempts to keep from being brarian must have an approachable
swamped by the multiplicity of detail personality. This is a priceless asset,
with which we are surrounded, we are helping him to make contacts which
tempted somewhat ruefully to reverse bring into focus and point up these
Dr. Mayo's prophecy concerning medi- other qualifications. If he can symcal spec~alists A specialist he defines pathetically "draw out" the research
as "one who knows more and more worker he obtains as is possible in no
about less and less," and predicts that other way a vision of usefulness, a conthe super-specialist will some day arrive tact with earnest scholarship, and inwho will know "a vast amount about spiration t o carry him through the drab
nothing a t all." Most special librarians stretches.
admit that the day has already arrived
when we "know nothing a t all about a
vast amount." Nevertheless, unless the
research librarian has a t the very least
Given, however, such an ideal lian appreciation of a scholarly attitude brarian presiding over printed matter
of mind, and can recognize scholarly on the one hand. and, on the other
. a
work and requirements ha cannot bring -worker earnestly' searching for all inout to the research worker the helpful formation available on some particular
possibilities dormant in the materials subject-how 1s the need of the latter
under his hand.
to be met by the former? i.e., how can
Along with this sense of scholarship, we make the research library available
however, must come an open mind and to the research worker?
an adventurous spirit in adopting and
Broadly speaking, two theories seem
adapting technical methods. No one so far to have prevailed in the library
person has a monopoly of knowledge world.
~

-~
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I. I t was formerly the practice to
make every approach to library materials through the library staff. Books
were locked away from readers, periodicals must be humbly applied for, and
all material was used under the eagle
eye of an attendant. This tended to
develop a beautiful irresponsibility on
the part of the investigator as to using
any library tools. Bibliographies, indeses, catalogues there might be, but
they were compiled for and were to be
used by the library staff. I t likewise
tended to develop in the librarian a
somewhat appalling sense of his own
omniscience and importance. Of course,
the classic disadvantages of this method
of using a library lie in the limitation
of any single human mind to compass
all knowledge; and in the transitoriness
of human life. If your librarian gets
knocked out by an automobile, or
decides to take a trip around the world,
or for some other reason is unavailable,
what becomes of your library? I t does,
however, afford to the librarian an
invaluable opportunity for keeping in
touch with the needs of the constituency,
of relating materials to this constituency,
and of thus helping to justify his right
t o existence.
T h e other theory, towards which the
pendulum a t present seems to be swinging, is that the librarian should efface
himself as much as possible. Instead of
the books being locked away, i t is the
librarian who is shut up in his office,
to be seen "by appointment only."
Detailed card catalogues are prominent,
with printed instructions in their use
conspicuously posted. The stacks are
open to all, with visible indexes of the
contents of each shelf. If the investigator
looks hard enough he may discover an
attendant tucked away in a corner, but
the chances are she will seem so busy
that the reader will be quite reluctant
to disturb her. An instance of this
tendency may be found in the attitude
of a librarian in one of the industrial
libraries o f , New York City. At a
recent Special Libraries Association
meeting this gentleman remarked emphaticdly: " j refuse absolutely to be
bothered with the investicators. Our
books and
are ;laidy classified, our periodicals are all indexed and
on display-let
the readers go to the
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shelves and not disturb me." Naturally,
this tendency develops the use of t h e
library by t h e research worker Increasingly through mechanical aids.
Perhaps the outstanding practical
application of this theory is to be seen
in that great sociological library in
Brussels, the Institut Solway. I well
remember the profound impression I
received on visiting the Institut-with
its homelike surroundings, its deep,
comfortable chairs, and its quiet, allpervading atmosphere of serious study.
The rooms were lined with books and
pamphlets in beautiful order, here and
there were readers buried deep in their
investigations, the catalogue was in
constant use-and nowhere, throughout
the whole building, was a library staff
worker visible. Moreover, m y guide
seemed much surprised t h a t I expected
to see one! H e was careful t o explain,
however, that the users of the Institut
were rather strictly limited t o experienced research workers. This point is
important, since this procedure presupposes a n intelligent experience with
such mechanical aids a s catalogues,
bibliographies, etc. This method results
in assuring fairly well t h e continuity of
library research against disruption by
accidents to the staff; i t likewise removes fairly certainly any stimulus
which may result from contact with a
human helper in hunting for material;
and, from t h e point of view of the
library, i t makes infinitely more difficult
any sensing on the part of the staff of
the gaps in t h e library's resources which
should be filled in for t h e investigators.
In the Missionary Research Library
we have found t h a t our most successful
work has been the result of combining
these two theories. We are rooted and
grounded in t h e beiief t h a t the research
library exists primarily for the use of the
research worker, and t h a t i t is the business of the library staff t o see t h a t the
needs of the various research workers
are adequately reckoned with so far
as is possible. But this necessitates
knowledge of what problems are being
investigated, of t h e actual materials
used, and a n alertness to emerging
demands. We, therefore, endeavor t o
establish a personal contact with each
investigator by some member of the
staff. Hence, in our opinion, the im-
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portance of an approachable personality.
Making this .contact may take time,
and assuredly takes tact, for nothing is
so irritating to one who knows what he
is after as officious helpfulness. Once
i t is made, however, and the investigator
realizes that the staff is not trying to
tell him how to work, but rather to put
the entire library resources to work
for him, all barriers invariably come
down. I t gives us opportunity to indicate resources frequently unsuspected
by the inquirer. Incidentally, it results
in throwing a flood of light on what our
library should have, but has not, thus
keeping the staff in a properly humble
frame of mind
As soon as practicable, we endeavor
to work with the investigator over the
catalogue and the various standard
bibliograph~caltools. This we consider
important both for the research worker
and for the library. There is more than a
grain of truth in the complaint that most
library catalogues are made for the
cataloguers, and not for the public.
Despite unremitting watchfulness we
find that frequently we have used a
subject heading which is quite clear to
us, but which would never occur to the
research worker. By drawing attention to these headings, we can open up
to the investigator suggestions as to
resources in the library which otherwise
he might either miss entirely or stumble
on only after a long hunt. By an importa n t reflex action the library staff is
helped to set up new guide-posts for
future inquirers. I t is an axiom with us
that no cataloguer in a special library
can do her best work who does not have
some direct contact with the research
workers. Here lies her great opportunity
to understand how material is likely
to be called for-therefore, what subject-headings should be used in the
catalogue; and what subjects are likely
to be of importance,-and,
therefore,
how much analytical work should be
done.
This working with the reader has
anothcr value, however. I t affords the
library staff the opportunity of offering
further service to the investigator
through securing for him materials
which are lacking in the research library.
Some of these materials should he purchased promptly; in some instances,
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we have immediately sent out letters;
in others we have speeded messengers
to the book-shops; in still others we
have cabled. Some material can only
be made available by photostating, by
copying, or by ~nter-libraryloans. In
any case, we consider it the business
of the library staff to know what are
these possibilities, and to bring them
to the attention of the research worker.
All of this presupposes that the inquirer can himself come t o the library
and do his work there. If this is impossible, as is frequently the case, are
the resources of the library closed to the
investigator? During the past six months
we have received quite legitimate requests for help from the borderland of
Tibet, from the Union of South Africa,
from Canada, and from the far western
states of our own country. How can our
research library help these absentee
research workers?
In the first place, it must be clearly
understood that our library staff is too
small to undertake to do extended
research work; yet a flat refusal to help
on any question in our special field we
consider a major crime. We, therefore,
undertake, if the investigator so desires,
to provide help through the following
channels.
1. We prepare preliminary and fairly
exhaustive bibliographies of the materials in our library relating to the question
to be studied, in so far as we understand
it. In most instances, these bibliographies are carefully annotated.
2. We secure for the absentee investigator a helper who can work in the
library, providing for this helper desk
room, shelf room, and a t times typewriting facilities.
3. By constant consultation with this
helper we endeavor to make sure that
all possible traits in our library have
been followed, all bibliographies checked
up, periodicals examined, etc.; and that
all available near-by outside sources
have been tapped.
4. Where necessary, we see that photostats are made, or excerpts are copied.
5. Occasionally, where the element
of a severe time limitation enters in,
we have called off the entire staff of
the library from other work to concentrate on helping to search out maier-
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ial and put it into form. Some of our
staff have still a vivid recollection of
the nightmare through which we passed
when, in preparation for the IVashington Conference on the Limitation of
Armaments the Department of State
sent us an S. 0. S for elusive statistical
information in regard to work in the
Far East.
Not every absentee research worker
wishes all of these methods followed; but
we have found that always one or
another is desired; and in the majority
of cases, i t is the bibliographies which
are most eagerly sought for.

Our discussion so far has been concentrated on getting library materials
into the hands of the research worker
after he has made the inilia1 approach to
the library. Has he a right to expect the
library itself to initiate any research,
and, if so, of what kind? If we hold to
the definition given of "research" it is
probable that each library must be
governed in this by its own individual
circumstances. If, however, we substitute for "research" the term "services," then I believe the research
worker is justified in expecting the
research library to be responsible for
certain services without a push from
him. Two things in particular may be
mentioned:
Bibliographical alertness. Every special library must know what is being
published in its field. I t is surely reasonable to expect it to organize such
information, and to see that it reaches
those of its constituency to whom this
particular knowledge may be important.
Such lists usually fall into two classes,
those noting materials grouped by
subject-matter; and those noting materials published within a given period of
time. These groups may frequently be
advantageously combined, as in the
bibliography recently compiled by Miss
Gaines of the Heye Foundation, on
"Books on Indians-1929."
The summarizing of different published reviews
of a book may also be expected from a
research library. We have a trick in the
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Missionary Research Library of clipping reviews wherever possible, and
slipping them into a pocket in the back
of the book t o which they refer; where
this is not practicable, we frequently
note on the inside of t h e cover where a
review may be found. This has proved
a great time saver in preparing the
bibliographical section of our library
bulletin.
I have only time t o touch lightly on
the second contribution which i t seems
to me is quite in the power of the alert
research library to make. I t is of a
somewhat different type--namely, t o
call attention t o fields where research
investigations are badly needed. Above
all other places, in the library do the
great lacunae of knowledge become
glaringly evident; in the research library
the cumulative effect of unanswerable
questioris in a given field is felt with
peculiar force. By steadily holding u p
to view inadequately covered fields, a
research library, I a m convinced, can
make a distinct contribution t o t h e
research worker.

When King George made the opening
address a t the recent Naval Conference,
the various radio stations arranged a
world-wide hook-up. Throughout the
different countries, millions of people
were eagerly alert to tune in." I n one
of the power stations, a few seconds only
before the King began his speech, a
worker tripped over a n important connecting wire, a n d broke it. Instantly,
we are told, the head operator grasped
the broken ends in his two hands and
himself formed the connecting link
until the gap could be properly mended.
So the actual methodology effective in
relating the materials in a research
library t o the mind of the investigator
breaks down at different places with
different research workers.
Given,
however, a good connecting human link
-our ideal with vision, a n open and
alert mind, persistence, and an approachable personality-and
the two ends of
the problem-the research library and
the research worker-will
be surely
kept from slipping apart until the gap
is securely bridged.
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Art Departments of City Libraries"
By Etheldred Abbot, Librarian, T h e Art Institute of Chicago

IN

America our increasing interest by the nearest good-sized public library,
in the expression, representation and or by the Library Commission in the
history of art is everywhere apparent. writer's own State. There is also a
The amount spent by American col- constant demand for slides, photographs
lectors of paintings, statues and other and pamphlets borrowed a t rather a
objects of art from the old world is co- high rental. The State Commissions,
incident with the dispersing of great a county library organization, or possibly
the American Federation of Art should
collections abroad.
The number of Societies, Universities eventually have the equi ment necesand individuals that are financing eu- sary to satisfy the nee s of smaller
tended archaeoloeical excavations in conlmunities and isolated individuals;
the near and fa; East is surprising. meantime, however, the opportunity is a
The patrons of native a r t and the num- very real and growing one for the well
ber of local exhibitions, as well as the organized Art Departments to lend to
great amount of space given to such individuals through inter-library loans.
matters in the daily press, and the better Until a list of Art libraries is available,
and the possibilities made known, liquality of periodicals devoted to artall these factors point to the larger brarians, without the necessary books
opportunities awaiting the Art Depart- and other aids on their shelves, are
almost entirely a t a loss where t o turn
ment of the public library.
At the present time, there is no for help.
The large public library, on the othei
adequate list of well developed art
departments in public libraries, much hand, often has difficulty in keeping
less is there one giving a fair idea of the up with the needs of its own community.
resources of each, in books on the his- I t is quite out of the question to do so,
tory of art and music; in music scores unless the budget allowance is most
and records, or in reproductions il- generous, special funds and endowments
lustrating art by prints, photographs being the only satisfactory solution. TO
cover the field of the arts, major and
and lantern slides.
To such a much needed directory minor, music and the theatre, and permight well be added the art libraries haps archaeology in the present day
of our Museums and Universities, with of the ever increasing number of imthe terms on which books and illustra- portant, sumptuously illustrated and
tive material may be borrowed. Certain high priced series of books and plates,
of the Library Commissions also, are requires a great deal of money. Space
fairly well equipped to lend to the for consulting these collections, and for
smaller libraries which have few books exhibition purposes is essential, as well
on art, and are without the new "Art as equipment and expert care to make
Index" to periodicals which would make all thisvariety of matterquickly available.
How far the public library can and
accessible what resources they may have,
or show to them what information might should go in answering the demands of
all the sorts of people who are calling
be borrowed.
A few months experience in the li- upon it is sometimes a serious matter.
brary of the Chicago Art Institute has The variety of persons who seek the
shown conclusively how many teachers large art reference room is constantly
in schools and colleges, how many in- Increasing, and thereby giving the opexperienced undergraduate students, in portunity to influence directly comaddition to the general reader or the mercial artists, designers in every kind
writer of Club papers are groping blindly of material, interior decorators, printers
about for aid. Letters come from the and bookbinders, radio program makers,
Gulf of Mexico to Canada, and from theatre and stage managers, art dealers,
the extreme East to California, asking appraisers and all those who present
questions which could be answered easily Art to the multitude. T o provide these
end nt the meetmp of the Muaeum Section of the SI.Librnrlea Aasoclation held in BuRalo, N. Y., June 13, 1930.
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patrons with the best illustrative matter
for both ancient and modern art, with
reliable facts and criticisms, justifies
the claim to a large share of the appropriations.
There is an ever increasing demand for
supplements to the book collection.
However desirable they may be, perhaps
not enough care has been exercised as
to the quality as well as the quantity of
such material. I t is not a question
whether poor or inadequate photographs,
slides and prints which misrepresent or
distort the colors, or the relations of
light and shade of the original, ought
not to be as rigidly excluded as books
in which the facts are known to be misleading. In this respect an Art Department has a responsibility not always
fully recognized.
All departments of public libraries
are inclined more and more to use illustrations and pictures, historical or
imaginative, and in many cases the art
department is asked to take charge of
the rapidly accumulating number of
clippings from magazines and newspapers, illustrations from books, sets of
plates, etc. Unless the entire collection
is intelligently taken care of, and kept in
orderly self-indexing or indexed arrangement in proper cases-it becomes
a vexatious, untidy, unwieldy and timewasting mass of little service to anyone.
Certain of the larger public and museum
libraries have worked out satisfactory
methods of handling, classifying, cataloging and shelving the several sorts
of material involved-but this information is not easily available for one
starting a new art collection, or for
comparative purposes. Would i t not
be worth while to have several of the
tested systems in accessible form?
In the course of his very worth while
talk on "Art Departments and Art
M u s e ~ r n sgiven
~ ~ a t a meeting of the
Art Reference Round Table of the
American Library Association in Washington, Mr. Browning of Peoria said:
"With an art museum founded and
functioning, the Art Department finds
more rather than less to do. There are
now two institutions stimulating interest
in a r t instead of one, and with no distinct
dividing line between the work that
each is doing. There will be artists who
will come to the Art Department more
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frequently than they will go t o the
museum, and there will be those with
only a n appreciation of art who will
spend more of their time a t the Museum."
Certainly there should be cooperation
between the Art Department of the
public library and the Museum or the
art section of the University library in
the same community. However large
the funds and collections of t h e three
institutions there will be great advantage
to each in a mutual understanding as
to the purchase of the most expensive
books, and in which part of the field
each institution intends t o specialize.
Cordial relations in the matter of interlibrary loans should also follow.
The opinions of the specialists on the
staff or faculty of the Museum and the
University will be of particular value
as a guide in book buying.
As a further result of mutual understanding and consultations, not only
will the scholar and research student be
more quickly directed t o the library
best suited t o his needs, but also the
public library 'will be prepared for the
college and a r t school undergraduates,
and can, if notified in advance of the
ground to be covered, reserve books in
great demand. Much may also be done
toward guiding those inexperienced in
the use of a n y library t o the best one
for his purpose, or in pointing o u t the
advantage of consulting the actual
objects in the museum rather than the
books. The need as well a s the desire
for adult education is vividly and constantly felt in the A r t Department of a
public library. T h e desirability of cooperation for this purpose with the
museum is discussed in Mr. Coleman's
"Manual for Small Museums."
The
possibilities of lectures, of holding small
discussion groups and of preparing individual reading lists, offers an opportunity which public libraries, with or
without an organized Reader's Advisory
Service, should fully appreciate. T h e
recent striking increase in the number
of art museums is shown by M r . Coleman's statistics and diagrams, b u t since
these museums are a t present likely to
flourish only in cities of over 100,000,
the facts show all t h e more convincingly
the great field open t o the well organized
public library department of Art.
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President's Message

D

OES it sound too trite to ask if you have taken stock this January?
What does your membership in the Special Libraries Association mean?
Are you an active, alert member or merely a so-so one?
What are you doing t o help the Membership and the Subscription Committees?
Do you remember that Miss Florence Bradley is chairman of the Membership
Committee and Miss Rebecca Rankin is chairman of the Subscription Committee?
Have you sent any news items or leads for releases t o Mr. Ford M . Pettit, chaitman of the News Committee?
Have you made any suggestions as to possible future articles for SPECIAL LIBRARIES? Have you secured any advertising for the magazine?
Have you seen the Financial Group questionnaire and sent in suggestions to the
group chairman for your own group meeting?
Have you bombarded Rose Vormelker, general chairman for the Cleveland convention with offers of assistance, June 10-12, 1931?
Could you believe that on Tuesday, December second, thirteen special librarians
with executive positions, met for dinner at the College Club in Milwaukee? Afterwards they talked about a possible Milwaukee Chapter. Miss Ahl, one of our newer
members, who is hbrarian of Kimberly-Clark, came down for the dinner. So as to
be back a t her desk the next morning she had to leave a t 11 :45 P. M , and arrived in
Appleton at 2:30 A. M. And, she said the evening of informal talk was worth such
a trip.
We represented the Special Libraries Association officially a t the Mid-Winter
meeting of the American Library Association in Chicago, December 29-31.
The next events of importance on the engagement pad of the president are for
Monday, February twenty-third, when the executive board will meet in Pittsburgh.
In the evening the Pittsburgh Chapter will entertain the Cleveland Chapter a t dinner and we expect to be there, too.
MARGARET
REYNOLDS,
President.

*

*

*

*

*

column we record the action of the Special Library Club of Cincinnati
planning a dinner for a group of people who had suffered from misfortune.
1WeNinanother
believe that this is the first time that a library group has undertaken anything
of this nature and we congratulate the Cincinnati chapter for their generous action.
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John Cotton Dana

J

.

OHN COTTON DANA has passed to his reward, b u t his spirit continues t o live
in the world in which he moved and quotations from his sayings and his writings
appear frequently. I t is a happy thought on the part of the trustees of the Newark
Public Library to present in print a memorial volume concerning him. This volume,
prepared in attractive form by the Merrymount Press, reflects most vividly the
personality of John Cotton Dana. From the excellent frontispiece portraying Mr.
Dana at his desk to the final word of commendation from the Dartmouth Alumni
Magazine there is a wealth of tribute, varied in type, restrained in tone but each
reflecting a contact with Mr. Dana in one of his many fields of activity.
Mr. Richard C. Jenkinson, President of the Board of Trustees, Newark Public
Library, writes the foreword. A poem from "The Conning Tower" of the New
York World, by Gerald Raftery, has an honored position following t h e Contents:
Then follows a sketch of Mr. Dana's life written by one who knew him well which
portrays the great range of his activity, his tremendous contribution t o the world
of the library, the museum, the field of printing and many other worthy causes.
Lawyer, civil engineer, librarian, museum director and educator, Mr. Dana's life
was an example of constructive achievement.
T h e little volume also presents "The Service for John Cotton Dana" a t Woodstock, Vermont, where he was buried, as expressed by the preacher, "under a kindly
summer sky." Then follows half a hundred letters from men high in the field of art,
librarians, dramatic critics, engineers, publishers, boolcsellers, advertisers as well a s
associates in the city of Newark. There is presented a graphic display of changing
phraseology on a topic of common accord.
Franklin Conklin, Jr., Trustee of the Newark Museum, states therein: "John
Cotton Dana was to me perhaps the most interesting personality with whom I have
ever come in contact," and the writer continues with the statement t h a t the beneficial results of his work will continue to accumulate down through the years for a
longer time than any of us now living shall ever see. Resolutions from various bodies
and a selected group of notices from the press complete t h e volume.
I n reading the book one still feels the influence of Mr. D a n a and recalls little
episodes in library conferences which stand out as characteristic of t h e man. His
relation t o the field of the business library is well known. An organizer of the
Special Libraries Association and its first president, from 1909 t o 1911, he always
kept the interests of the association a t heart and while not active in recent years
gave frequently of his advice and counsel. The Business Branch of the library
and the group of business books edited by him, issued from 1916 t o 1927, attest his
strong interest in the world of industry.
As the President of Dartmouth College states: "The loss of M r . Dana is irreparable. All of us who knew him are the poorer because of his going."

*

*

*

*

*

I

N the department entitled "Associations" we include the reports from the various
organized Chapters and Local Associations, but we do not mention as often a s
we might the little gatherings of special librarians in the cities where there is no local
Chapter. Frequently there are small luncheons a t which a few people gather
around a table to discuss kindred problems. Some of the special librarians frequently attend state conventions and in that way get in contact with one another. From
some of these gatherings suggestions come from members present t h a t local chapters
might readily be formed. The Editor would be glad to receive reports of such meetings as may occur from time to time.

*

*

*

*

*

EGIN now to plan for the Cleveland Conference. T h e dates are June 10, 11
and 12.
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Classification and Indexing
Louise Keller and Emilie Mueser, Department Editors
Advisory Council
Florence Bradley, Constance Beal, Harriet D. MacPherson, Isabel Rhodes
and Kathrine Malterud
This month we print in this department an
address by Dr. Eleanor S. Upton of the Yale
Library given before the November meeting
of the New York Regional Catalogers We
also present a review of t h e Business Classifica-

tion issued by the Baker Library of the Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University, and a review of the new
classification on radio subjects published by
the United States Bureau of Standards.

The Adaptability of a Classified Catalogue to a
University Library*
By Eleanor S. Upton, Cataloger, Yale University Library
Can t h e classified catalogue fit the situation
in the typical university library? We refer
especially to the logical rather than the alphabetico-classed type of catalogue, either
maintamed in addition t o a dictionary catalogue or with author-list and subject-index
instead.
The purpose of any catalogue is to give the
maximum amount of information with the least
trouble and delay t o the particular public using
it. The aim of the classified catalogue is t o
bring together the material on a speclal field
of knowledge and its related fields. This is
in contrast to the scattering of subjects in a
dictionary catalogue
The function of a university hbrarp has been
called a teaching function; it should teach
through its catalogue and thereby aid the inquirer who does not know how t o search The
public using the university library, in common
with that of the college library, is made up of
students and professors, but in distinction
from that of the college library, some of its
pubhc are also graduate students and scholars
doing research. Like the reference library it
contains material in technology and the sciences; unlike the typical reference library it
contains also material in the humanities, and
is used by many who are pursuing research
for its own sake rather than for immediate
professional uses.
Of the questions asked of a university hbrary
catalogue it has been est~matedthat as many
as 90 to 99 per cent are inquwies for a specific
* ~ a ~ o g eYmbUnlverslty
r,
lbnry.

Group.

book or topic rather than for mater~alon a
general topic. I t has also been noticed that the
undergraduates consult the subject-cards in a
dictionary catalogue, but that the graduate
students and professors disregard those entriea
and use the author-cards for their purposes.
Even a cataloguer turned student has bekn
known t o d o this. Evidently, then, t h e more
advanced group are not aided by the subjectcard. The fact is, their research is done outside,
and they come with a bibliography prepared,
to find the particular books they know they
should use.
Now, a classified catalogue should be of
great assistance in preparing such a list of
material on a general topic. University libraries
which have maintained this type of catalogue,
even the variety called alphabetico-classed,
have found that they were, or are used. Would
it, however, be practicable to instat a classified catalogue, as complete as the dictionary
catalogue, in the typical univereity library?
Most university libraries complain of inadequate funds, especially for the little advertised service of cataloguing. I t has been
found too expensive to keep up an additional
classified catalogue to t h e same degree of
completeness as the dictionary catalogue in
one library which has both. Expense was the
cause of abandoning t h e classed catalogue in
two other cases. Even if kept up with authorlist and subject-index the classified catalogue
would be more expensive than the dictionary
catalogue, for classification is a more special~zed
and costly process than cataloguing and each

Paper was rsad at the November 1930 mwtlng of the N. Y. Raglonal Catalogue
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book may have to be class~fiedclosely in more
than one place.
Other difficulties common t o many university
libraries and t o an extent peculiar t o them are
special collections which must be kept together
and departmental and seminar libraries which
must be kept separate. T h e relating of the
entries in these to those in the central library
presents a problem which can be solved, but
would take time and money.
On the other hand there are conditions which
are favorable to the establishment of classified
catalogues rn university libraries. According
t o the A. L. A. Survey of 1927, the dictionary
catalogue is already the accepted form, which
would make it feasible to begin a classified
catalogue without breaking up the existing one
or stopping the addition of entries to it.
Printed cards are in general use, which simphfies the matter of duplicatton necessary;
card shelf-lists are usually kept up, thus giving
a basis for developing a class~fied catalogue;
minute s u b d w s ~ o n of subject-headings and
classification is carried out, and the Dewey or
Library of Congress schemes favored by the
majority provide tested Bystems and subjectindexes, though the L C . indexes are for
individual classes not for the whole.
Probably the sciences and technology would
present few difficulties greater than are met
in reference libraries: the humanities, however,
are another matter. Where would be the
limitation of such a field as history, for instance?
However, the complaints against the dict~onary
catalogue are a challenge t o some university
library to experiment, e ~ t h e rby expanding its
shelf-list or setting up limited class-hats, as a
step toward the solution of the problem of the
large scholarly library and the scholar.

C'lassification of Radio
Subjects
A new edition of the radio classification
published by the U. S. Bureau of Standards
originally as Circular 138 in 1923, has just been
received. The present Circular 385 brings the
classification up-to-date and makes a few
changes which use has shown to be necessary.
T h e classification appears as an extension of
t h e Dewey decimal system. A brief outline
of the Dewey decimal system is given and a
detailed radio notation.
The use of R in place of the D C. 621.384
is suggested for special radio libraries, but
non-radio matter is given the regular classification number. But, if non-radio material
is arranged in strictly nunlerical order, some
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of the material would come before radio and
some after radio. To avoid this an arbitrary
place is chosen (R800) a n d classified non-radio
materlal is arranged here.
T h e radio subdivisions range from ROO0 t o R740 followed
by R800 for non-radio aubjects with regular
classification numbers.

A Business Classification
When the Baker Library, Graduate school
of business administration, Harvard University
moved into its new building in 1927 and its
collection of over 100,000volumes weregathered
in one place, ~t was decided that the whole
library should b e recataloged and reclassified.
According t o a report by Willlam P. C u t ~ e r ,
the assistant librarian, the three classification
schemes in general use in this country, t h e
Dewey Decimal, the Cutter Expansive and
the Library of Congress, were carefully examined nith a view of their possible use in this
new business library, a n d the conclusion arrived
at, that none could serve them adequately.
It was then decided t o use t h e letter notation
of the Cutter Expansive classification supplementing it with three or four subsidiary
lists lor general application t o a n y main dwision. These lists were t o be decimal in character and were t o bc used t o divide a n y subject,
to denote form of literature, locality, industry
and commodity.
Two of these lists have just appeared in
mimeographed form
One is called "A list
of industries a n d occupations with a numerical
notation." T h e other a "Local list: a classified
list of the geographical and political divisions
of theearth'ssurface, with a numerical notatiol~."
h note t o t h e industrial list reads: "The
purpose of this classification is to list industriea
which hold independent positions in modern
industrial life: services \\ hich have consolidated
into business institutions; and professions and
occupations which have not been absorbed
into industries o r institutions."
The numerical notation is preceded by a colon
: and seems t o be a part of the notation. T h e
use of the colon is e v ~ d e n t l yborroxed lrorii the
D. C. expansion by t h e International Institute
a t Brussels, which used the colon : t o bring one
subject in relation to another.
An example given in t h e preface to the '*I.ocal
list" ail1 illustrate this:
AQ Taxation
AQ :724 Taxation of railroads (:724 is ~ a k c n
from t h e Industries list)
AQ42 Taxation in Austria (42 is the geographic number for Austria)

.
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AQ42 :724 Taxat~onin Austria-Railroads
AQ :724.42 Taxation of radroads-Austria
If in this scheme a number without a colon :
always means a geographic place and a number
with a colon : always an industry in relation t o
another subject, it is poss~ble to avoid confusion. The Brussels' scheme has t h e advantage
here in that the cojon : 1s an mdependent symbol which may bdused between any two classification numbers signifying two subjects in
relation to each other and the geographic
number is always in curves (42) thus distinguishing it without a doubt from any other
rubric.
Also, one wonders, if AQ :724 42 or AQ42 :724
is a number to be used on the back of a book
and if so what is its advantage over the "long"
D. C, numbers.
It is d~fficulta t this time to say how valuable
this classification is likely t o be. But one thing
ie certain, if ~t proves adequate in the Baker
L~brarywith its collection of over 100,000 volumes then it will be a boon to many smaller
libraries. Special libraries are clamoring for
ready made classificat~on schemes not too
difficult of interpretation. Many hbraries will
welcome this one especially if instructions in
its use are published.
The following are some of the divisions used
for the Industries list: :1, Agriculture; :2,
Forest industries;
:41, Animal products;
:44, Textiles;
:45, Clothing manufacture;
:51-52, Machinery; ,53449, Land transportation equipment manufacturing;
:6, Non-
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metallic mineral manufacturing; :7, Engineering construction; :75, Public utdities; :77,
Retail selling; :8, Professional services, etc.
:9- :999, Government services.
The Local list aims a t providing for an
arrangement of local histories photographa,
maps and city plans. "The city list for the
United States includes all cities of 10,000 inhabitants or over, a s shown by the 1920 census,
with the addition of those given in the 1930
census. The list of fore~gncities includea all
with 100,000 inhabitants or over."
In this list 11, is the World; 20, Oceans and
~slands in them; 26, Australia, Australasia
and Oceanica; 30, Europe, 318, British Empire; 319, Great Britain; 32, England; 327,
Ireland; 36, Germany; 38, France; 40, Italy;
41, Austria-Hungary; 50, Asia; 56, China;
60, Africa; 70, America; 71, North America;
72, Newfoundland; 73, Canada; 75, United
States; 80, Middle West; 85, West Indies:
90, South America.
One can hardly refrain from expressing some
regret that the D. C, geographic place numbers
were not put into service. Thousands of
libraries in this country are using the D. C.
and the users of these librarics are learning
that 73 stands for the United States and 42
for England, but in t h ~ slist 73 becomes 75
and 42 is changed t o 32. A classification such
as this is principally a labor saving device and
it would have been better not t o have made
changes in an accepted practice that are of no
real benefit.

Research in Industry
The National Research Council has recently
issued a reading list entitled "Five Years of
Research in Industry, 1926-1930," compiled
by Clarence J. West, Director of Research
Information Service for the Division of Engineering and Industrial Research of the Counc ~ l . This volume supplements a similar publication issued in 1925 entitled "A Bibliography of Research," covering the period
1923-1925. The current bibliography sets forth
in small compass the practical effects of research in the past five years and indicates
more concretely than any other form of information the reasons for the great strides
which American industry has made since the
World War.
In reply to a questionnaire sent out by the
Division a president of a chemical rnanufacturing firm writes:

"Research' is the one tool by which,
within the short space of 12 to 15 years,
American chemists, engineers and physicists have established in America an
organ chemical industry, the magnitude
of which 1s so great and the quality of
whose product is so good that it is the
marvel of our European competitors. In
this field, the country today is practically
self-supporting, as compared with the
situation before t h e war when i t was practically dependent upon Europeansupplies."
The subject matter is d ~ v d e dinto Books
and General Articles on the subject of research
and is alphabetically arranged from Abrasives
to 'Wood Preservatives. The reading list sells
a t the low price of fifty cents and may be
obtained from t h e Division of Engineering and
Industrial Research of the National Research
Council, 29 Went 39th Street, New York City.

-

..
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~ i ~ e of
s t Business
'
Book Reviews
Compiled

by

the Staff of the Newark Business Branch Library

Bassett, W. R. Operating a s p e c t s of i n d u s t r i a l mergers. H a r p e r , 1930. $3.00.
"A powerful, stimulating study of the
character and trend of mdustrial mergers. The
suggestion is made that when business evolves
into 'one bi merger everybody would be
working for t f e same company and everybody
would own a share of that company. I t would,
therefore, in effect be socialism arrived at not
by political change but by capitahtic evolution."'
Forbes, June 15, 1930, p. 96 John
Carter. 68 words.
"Mr. Bassett presents his facts without
y t i s a n s h ~ pand therefore they are of practical
elp t o busmess men who are contemplating
a consolidation or to those officers of existing
mergers which have not turned out well."
Dytnell Reference Index. 110 words.
I t is a review of mergers from the point of
view of the practical man. Shall the presidents,
vrce presidents, nephews, nleces, and sons-inlaw be kept on the pay roll or shall there be a
housecleaning? Sometimes one plan succeeds,
sometimes another." Killiam Feather. Nation's Business, September, 1930, p. 158 70
words.
Castenholz, W. B. Control of d i s t r i b u t i o n
costs a n d snles. Harper, 1930. $3.50.
"The cost accountant projects h~mself into
the field of distribution, pro oses a new type
of profit and loss statement, Eased on the concept that profits are made from individual
customers and that success or failure can bz
determined only in application t o local profits
Advertising and Selling, August 6, 1930, p. 49.
45 words.
"This book is an effort to complete the work
of the cost accountant, who has scientifically
attacked the ~roblerns and costs of making
goods by apEl$n h ~ principles
s
to the niakmi
of business.
tertified Public Accountant,
October, 1930, p. 318. 140 words.
"The average American book on a busmess
subject is padded so much that one must 'dig
up a mountam of earth to qet a handful of
gold.'
Iiere is one which 1s not padded."
R. L. Smitlev. Business Briefs, December, 1930,
p. 236. 100-words.
"If this book were read carefully by several
thousand sales and chief executives in sizable
concerns and if they demanded that their
accounts and statements be prepared in conf o r m ~ t yto the main body of philosophy in ~ t ,
the results produced would be reat enough to
relieve much of the stram of a fusiness depression. Executives and accountants generally
should read this book." M. V. 'Iayes. Bullet~n
of the Tavlor Society,
.. October, 1930, p. 251.
630 words:

done." Advertising and Selling, April 16, 1930,
p. R6 42 words.
It is not a 'heavy' hook; nor is it a book
which has much of value t o the esecutive who
is already skilled in reducing thoughts t o words
on paper. But for many, it has a message."
American Accountant, September, 1930, p.
425. 385 words.
The a r t of writing is approached in this
book from a new angle, particularly in t h e
fact that it is designed for mature persons."
American Bankers Association Journal, November, 1930, p. 488. 80 words.
"Good suggestions about writing are so
plentiful in this book t h a t they falrly tread
on each other's heels." Credit Monthly, Augus!: 1930, p. 42. 455 words.
I t is neither scholastic nor strictly professional in its purpose b u t is aimed for the inbetween-class- those who desire t o do effectiye!~ the writing which they cannot esLefax, June, 1930, p. 29. 363 words.
cape.
"It is intended less for t h e professional wrlter,
or the aspirant t o professionalrsm, than for the
man or woman t o whom writing i s a n avocntlon,
a hobby, or an occasional t a s k to be undertaken in the midst of more absorbing du~ies."
Management Review, September, 1930, p. 314.
890 words
Crowell's d i c t i o n a r y of b u s i n e s s n n d
finance. rev. e d . T h o m a s Y. Crowell
& Co., 1930. $3.50.
"The chief disadvantage of this lexicon is
that many of its definitions are of IittIe general
use, whereas expressions now becorn~ng of
common interest are omitted."
Arner~can
Aczountant, October, 1930, p. 472. 350 words.
In this revised edition definitions and terms
have been brought up t o apply to conditions
of 1930. Most of the revis~onsare the result
of expert op~nions." Bankers Magazine, Augus:: 1930, p. 291. 175 words.
The long I ~ s tof terms and their definitions
in use in huslness transactions has been revised to apply t o conditions of 1930." Dartnell
Rqjerence Index. 132 words.
The book is a ready remedy for t h a t condition of vagueness s o conlmon concerning
manv words and ohrases c o n s t a n ~ l vrecurrina
in cbnversation, correspondence ,?;id reading
that are familiar though not clear.
Ir~dustrial
D~gest,May, 1930, p. 27. 315 worgs.
Contains clear, concise dcfinit~onsof niodern busincss terms. A handy book for the
business cxccutrve." System, June, 1930, p.
570. 14 words.
Douglas, P. H. R e a l wages I n t h e United
S t a t e s , H o u g h t o n , MlffHn, 1930. $7.50.
"In addition t o t h e rea at amount of d a t a
presentidand i ~ l t e r ~ r e t g dthe
, chapter on the
causes of increase In real wages presents a
closely reasoned analysis of tile effect of the
variation of the various factors of populat~on
and capital on t h e disiribu~ionof wealth, and
some pred~ctionswhich should be of interest

a

and
Nugent.
'Iow to
C'appv J.
write. Ronald, 1930. $5.00.
"The purpose of Mcssrs. Clapp and Nugent
is t o help people to write, not as an abstract
exercise, but in terms of the specific job to be
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"It is a n historical review of the events that
to all students of busmess. A subject of extraordinary difficulty has been ably handled and led to t h e rapid decline of stock values In the
clearly presented." H. P. Dutton Factory fall months Although he is reassuring about
and Industrial Management, May, 1930, p. the present level of prices and the prospect of
a rise, he is stdl impressed by the merits of
10!8
I40 words.
I t is shocking to learn that, measured in common stocks and by the work of investment
terms of purchasmg power, the American trusts." William Feather. Nation's Business,
worker, when and if emplo ed, receives only May, 1930,p 225 217 words.
twelve per cent more than ge did forty years
ago Money wages have gone up, glitteringly, F o t h , J. H. T r a d e assoclationa. Ronald,
but 'real wages' fell steadily from 1890 to 1920,
1930. 54.50.
cl~mbedup In the year of the great deflation,
"The business man, as well as the student,
were 13 per cent over t h e 1890 figure in 1925
and have smce fallen. This is news. I t is the can find good reading in this book. If it does
most radical economic discovery of modern nothing else it will show him what progressive
America." John Carter. Forbes, May 15, business men are doing so that he can judge the
position and power of his own industry."
19$J 82. 308 words.
~ { i l e as
, he observes, every one may know American Accountant, December, 1930, p. 570.
that the material welfare of American workers 80; words.
The rapidly increasing importance of the
has been improving, the preclse 'degree' of
improvement is not known, and this very de- part played in our American industrial and
failed statistical analysts is presented as giving business life by the trade associations of the
definiteness' t o our 'vague and generalized' country make Dr. Foth's book a timel and
impressions, and 1s doing more than t h ~ ssince interesting addit~onto the rather scant Eterature on the subject." Leona Powell. Amerit is found to reveal unsuspected trends .
It IS doubtful if statistical analysis could be ican Econom~cReview, December, 1930,p. 735.
made t o yield, out of t h e scrappy data avail- 672 words.
"This treatise by Dr. Foth will find its
able, a closer approxinlation of the true course
of real wages than Professor Douglas has greatest usefulness, no doubt, in the hands of
trade
association officers, but its field is by
achieved in this volume." John Cummings.
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Aug- no means limited t o them. I t will be extremely
valuable t o association members, generally. '
ust, 1930,p. 917. 560 words.
F. A. Fall. C r e d ~ tMonthly, June, 1930, p. 42.
56; words.
Fisher. Irving. Stock m a r k e t c r a s h a n d
At first trade associations were looked upon
after. Macmillan, 1930. $2.50.
by business men as simple service and social
youps, but today they are considered potent
"After discussing the crash itself and the
orces in the solution of corn licated business
events immediately thereafter, Professor Fisher problems." Fuel Oil Journal, fuly, 1930,p. 98.
analyzes the chief economic developments of 230 words.
the era directly preceding the collapse." AmerlWe association executives can indulge the
can Bankers Association Tournal. March. 1930. fond hope that trade association members,
p. ;82. 84 words.
who are not so typically open-minded, but
While many economists will feel, to para- nevertheless are the best hope of the country,
ohrase the title of one of the author's well will read this book. From it they can learn
known books in another field, that this volume not only what t o expect from their association,
does not represent Irving Fisher a t his best, but what the association has a right t o expect
it does contain considerable information which from them, and what they will lose b not
is valuable as well as ~nteresting." C. S. Tip- living up t o these expectations." E. H. dlaunt.
petts. American Economic Review, September, Management Review, October, 1930, p. 352.
19!0, p. 509. 495 words.
945 words.
The author d~agnoses the causes of the
crash in an historical survey of the events and
Ray. Sales expanaion q u e s t i o n
tendencies preceding it, analyzes the current Gilea,
book. H a r p e r , 1930. 53.00.
situation and gives his views of the probable
future course of industrial and business de"The author has listed in this book, 695
velopment." The Bankers Magazine, ~ u n e , questions-without
answers. The uestions
19!0, p. 920 252 words.
are designed t o provide a practical cteck list
In this book Irving Fisher's aim has been for the sales manager or advertising agency
to make an unemotional assessment of the contemplating a ,yerchandising campai n on
panic in terms of cause and effect-such an any new product. Dartnell Reference fndex.
assessment as m ~ g h thelp
,
prevent the recur"This practical reference book for executives
rence of such a cris~s. Bankers Monthly, May, interested rn marketing contains 695 questions
1930, p 38. 28 words.
and nothing more. I t is a set of questions which
"The most interestmg part of the book com- a n y marketing executive might ask himself
prlses the chapters in w h ~ c hthe author gives a about his own marketmg program and as such
v~vidaccount of the course of the panic and should be an extremely valuable document."
of the variety of factors t o which the crash W. J. Donald. Management Review, Septemhas been ascribed by polit~cians, ministers, be!: 1930,p. 317. 70 words.
journalists, econom~sts,and bankers." R. M.
Do you really want to get down t o brass
Weldenhammer. Journal of Business of the tacks about your business and your product
University of Chicago, October, 1930, p. 477. and, maybe, your job? Ray Giles t;kes an
780 words.
H. P.
unconvent~onalway of waking you up

.
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Dutton. Factory and Industrial Management,
Jufy, 1930, p. 65. 120 words.
Lists questions which the sales manager
should ask in relat~on to the merchandising
campaign of any new product."
System,
August, 1930, p. 132. 20 words.

Holmes, W. G. P l a n t location. McGrawHill, 1930. 53.00.
"This work takes u p all the aspects of the
problem, from choosinq t h e general territory,
the particular c o n ~ m u n ~ tayn d the site; trend
of population and industry; usmg varlous
industries as concrete examples." Automotive
A!?tracts, Se tember, 1930, p. 208. 120 words.
I t descriges and evaluates the general
conditions and methods of each factor, from
the marketing, production and mvestment
angles. I t is well illustrated with maps and
tables, in most cases in t h e form of specific
examples which are properly described, in
order that adaptation of principle may be
seen." C. M. Bigclow. Management Review,
OcAober, 1930, p. 351. 175 words.
Economic changes in recent years have
made the problem-of plant location one of the
most Important In ~ndustrial management.
Mr. Holmes has studied t h e problem in the
interests of both the n~anufacturer and t h e
community."
Nation's Business, October,
1930, p. 184. 91 words.

Godley, E. A. a n d Kaylln, Alexander.
Control of retail s t o r e operations. R o n ald, 1930. $6.00.
"This book presents an excellent summarization of current department store practise.
Many an accountant who never dreams of
gettlng any nearer department store operation
than to purchase things there, would do well
t o read this volume In order t o expand his
vislon as t o what can be accomplished by
develo ing accounting as an instrument of
controf" American Accountant, November,
1930, p 518. 742 words.
"It 1s a book that will repay perusal by public
accountants in general although its principles
a r e to be found In a n y standard text-book
.
I t can be safely recommended for use in training juniors in offices engaged in auditing retail
stores." W. H. Lawton. Journal of Account- 4 Keane, C. P. K e a n e ' s m a n u a l of investm e n t t r u s t s . F i n a n c i a l Pub. CO., 1930.
ancv, September, 1930, p. 230. 125 words.
$25.00.
"of the many books-published recently on
t h e varied phases of retail operation, we believe
first 1564 pages consist of statements
this volume includes the largest number of of "The
American investment companies. These are
subjects under one cover. While this book is followed by a record of companies which have
essentially a controller's guide or manual, there gone out of existence a n d d a t a on British comis much information of importance t o be found panles. Part I 1 furnishes a variety of ~nformatherein which would interest general mer- tion,
including a directory of bank and trust
chandise managers, store mana ers and many company
Security holdings of
other store executives." E. J. kramer Man- investmentaffiliations.
trusts a r e listed and classificd."
agement Rev~ew,October, 1930, p. 356. 560 American Bankers
Association Journal, Nowords.
1930, p. 479. 95 words.
"Detailed explanations and illustrations of vember,
"The new edition of Keane's Manual of
methods used in modern successful stores Investment
Trusts will astonish even those
are noteworthy, particularly the cost accounting who
are fanuliar with t h e enormous growth of
methods mentioned.", System, August, 1930, investment
trusts during t h e past few years.
p. 133. 75 words.
The volume of 1929 contains references t o
Havemeyer, Loomls, ed. Conservation of 414 trusts. T h e present book deals with a
o u r n a t u r a l resources. M a c m l l l a n , 1930. total of 608, a n increase of over 46 per cent."
Journal of Accountancy, August, 1930, p.
$4.00.
148. 200 words.
"The inforntation presented in this book is
"Six hundred and eight investment trusts
authentic; and it is wntten in a style to appeal are described, whose combined capital is more
t o the average person desiring comprehensive than $3,000,000,000. T h e amount of informainformation relative to the whole field of con- tion given is enormous, even including, In
aervatlon. An expert was selected in each of some cases, portfolio information." I. B. A. of
t h e several fields-mmerals, waters, forests and A. Bulletin, August 30, 1930, p. 206. 170
lands-to undertake the revision of his par- words. Ralph Fordan.
ticular portion of the book." M. D. Orten.
American Economic Review. December, 1930. KnifBn, W. H . B u e l n e s s m n n a n d Iiis bank.
p. 723. 270 words.
McGraw-Hill, 1930. $3.00.
"The record of waste, greed and folly with
w h ~ c hwe have squandered and are squandering
"Most of t h e other texts o n banking have t h e
our natural resources is a terrible Indictment inside point of view. This one looks a t the
of American business." ohn Carter. Forbes, bank from t h e outside. Inatead of telling the
banker what he should d o and how it can best
Oc~ober15, 1930! p. 77. J8 words
In 1910 Pres~dentVan Hlse, bf W~aconsin be done, it reveals what t h e business man
University, published "Cpnservation of Natural should expect from t h e bank in service, and
Resources in the U. S. The work became, what he h~mselfmust d o in order to secure for
almost immediately, the most popular presenta- his business t h e fullest ossible benefits of this
serv~ce." Credit ~ o n t l. ~
y , . . 1930, 1, 42.
tion of t h e aubject.
. May,
"Now, under the editorship of Loomis Have- 490 words.
"The bankmg system and the methods of
meyer, t h e book, with a new M e , Conservation of our ~ d t u r a lResources," has been bank oueratlon are described throuahout from
completely revised and rewritten." Nation's the po$t of view of t h e businessman who
wishes to avold mistakes and obtain the grentBusiness, October, 1930, p. 184. 140 words.
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est results in dealing with his banker." H. P.
Uutton. Factory and Industrial Management,
July, 1930, p. 65. 56 words.
"An attempt to show how banking affects
the interests of the average business man,
with su gestlons for making full use of existing ban&ing facilit~esin his business." John
C+er. Forbes, May 15, 1930, p. 83. 27 words.
I t is written first for the business man
instead of for the banker, and is entirely readable The book treats, in turn, types of banks,
balances, checks, exchange, clearing house
operations, credit, statements, acceptances and
the Federal Reserve."
Nation's Business,
October, 1930, p. 184. 91 words.

the mater~al, however,
from whateler value ~t
formative piece of work."
agement Review, July,
a ords

January, 1931
somewhat detracts
may have as an InR. B Mayer. Man1930, p. 241
756

National ~ n d u s t r i n l Conference Board.
Lay-off a n d i t s prevention. Thc Board,
1930. $1.50.

"The result 1s that the book is, a t best, only
another questionnaire survey In a field that
needs the best investigating intelligence of the
employers. T h e subject is important enough
to deserve better treatment a t the hands of
the Board, which has done some highly comuork In other dlrect~onsbut nothmg
X r a f t , Carl a n d Starkweather, L. P. petent
distingu~shed in connection with mdustry's
Analysis of industrial securities. Ronmost
cruc~al
labor problem-une~nployment.
ald, 1930. $5.00.
Herman Feldman. Arner~can Economic Re"This is a well-written book, carefully view, December, 1930: p 760 290 words
thought out and presented with clari~y. Un"Causes of fluctuat~onsIn business a c t ~ v ~ t y ,
doubtedly it will have value on the shelves of
means of moderatmg their injurious effects on
bankers-both
investment and commerc~alindustry and on employes, and the admin~strain spite of the fact that such executives will tive procedure for selecting and laying off
find but little of novclty in the book General surplus labor when necessary arc discussed in
executwes, and espec~allyaccountants, should, this studv." Automotive Abstracts, November,
however, find t h ~ sbook an excellent introduc- 19;?,~p, i71. 75 words.
tion t o a scientific method of appraising inThe chief ~ m ~ r e s s i o nleft by the book,
vestment risk." American Accountant, No- aside from the value of the information convember, 1930, p. 471. 665 words.
tained, is that American employera, a t least
"Analysis of Industrial Secur~tiesis intended as represented by this group of 248, are fully
to furnish a technique of anarytical procedure consiious of t h e seriousness of the responsifor those actually in the investment field, and, bility of depriving a man of his livelihood."
as such, it is complete, setting forth in detail
H. P. Dutton. Factory and Industrial Manthe various methods now in use lo make the agement, June, 1930, p. 1369. 189 words.
required analysis . . . The chief burden of
"This study covers the various cause? of
the book is to present the method to adopt in Auciuat~ons ill labor reoulrements, glves
statement andlysis."
Raymond C. Brown. methods of stabilizing the working force, and
Journal of Accountancy, October, 1930, p. 313. outlmes lay-off procedure to be pract~ceda s a
40; words.
final resort " Management Review, October,
I t fads to discuss certam aspects, ch~efly 1930, p. 351. 58 words
market aspects, of industrial securities but ~t
Nystrom, P. H. Economice of retailing.
does give a thoroughly practical, well-organized,
2 v. Ronald, 1930. $10.00.
clear and sound d~scuss~on
of the principles
and techniques which the investment banker
"These two volumes constitute a n encpcloappllcs in reachmg a dec~sionas to the general ped~a of retail theory and practice
. The
soundness of an ~ n d u s t r ~ acorporation
l
which completeness of detail 1s notable. Therc are
he may have been asked for financc. W C
many s t a t ~ s t ~ c atables
l
which summarize the
C l u k . Management Review, November, 1930, results of recent researches Both volunles are
p 387. 700 words.
cop~ouslyillustrated. A great deal of space i$
to an historical study of reta~llng
M u r p h y , J. A. Merchandising t h r o u g h devoted
R. F. Elder. American Econonlic Review,
mergers. Harper, 1930. $3.00.
J y e , 1930, p. 304 440 words
"Spec~ficmen and concerns are dealt with,
This two-volume work presents a critical
why they merged, why not, and what they got analysis of the retail business as a central
out of it, w t h considerrrble interpretation of factor in present-day distribution of goods.
what it all means." Advertising and Sell~ng, I t also describes and appraises the fundaNovember 12, 1930, p 84. 40 words.
mental operations of retailing."
Ual tnell
"On the =hole the book is a good statement
Ryference Index.
of the present status of opmlon on thc subject,
In spite of what they think, a good many
by one \\ ho has evidently followed the move- manufaciurers do not know their markets.
ment and given thought to it." F. E. Clark. To such, Paul Nystrom's book, Economics of
The first
Arnermn Economic Review, December, 1930, Retailmg, should prove helpful.
p z40. 370 words.
volume covers the approach t o the problem
There is no special plea for or agamst mer- of selling, the Illstory of retailing, and the
gcrs by M r Murphy-there have been many various methods of retail distribution. The
successes and many failures and the author sccond is v~rtuallya handbook of retail store
gives the reasons why impart~ally." Dartnell methods " H. P. Dutton. Factory and InKefcrence Inrtcx. 144 words.
dustrial Management, July, 1930, p. 65. 100
"An abundance of interesting references to words.
a large number of mergers makes this book very
"The work is intended t o appeal to the
easy to read. The rather poor organ~zationof
interests and serve the purposes of practical,
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englneer through the more advanced phases of
cost accounting. T h e method of applying
principles in the text LO specific c a y s makes a
very efficient plan of presentation.
Certified
Public Accountant, October, 1930. p. 318. 105
P a t t e r s o n , E. M. World's economlc di- words
l e m m a . McCraw-Hill, 1930. 53.50.
"This book has been ~ r i t t e nlor the specific
"This volun~e outl~neseconomic problems purpose of training engineers in t h e fundaon a world sca!e. The theme chosen by the mental accounffng principles \vhicll underlie
Lefax, August, 1930, p. 31.
writer is the increasing cconomic interdepend- cost procedure.
ence of all countries and the need for politi- 180 words.
"Engineers and all others who have lately
cally trained economists and econom~cally
trained statesmen." American Bankers As- found that a greater appreciat~onis required of
sociation Journal, December, 1930, p. 572. reports y n t i n g numer~cal data based on
figures o tamed from the industrial accounting
180 words.
The book deals with timely subjects in a department \\dl find a beginning text ahich
masterful but not in too interestmg a manner. explains how this department obtains its
I t IS over serious but certainly presents the material and the niariner 111 which it is classified
Management Review,
problems from both-or many-s~des w~thout and sunimar~zed."
~ f e j u d i c e" R. L. Sm~tley. Business Briefs, November, 1930, p. 388 245 words.
qyember, 1930, p. 152 100 words.
W. P. a n d Yeager, H. Y. Busi. . This volume assenIbles in simple Sandford,
ness speeches by b u s i n e s s men. M c G r a w non-technical form the industrial and interHill. 1930. $5.00.
nat~onalfactors whch have created the present
impasse in world econornlcs. The author finds
"About 75 addresses by business leaders a r e
hope of a solution through sensible commercial gathered
in this volume under the general
treaties, international trusts or cartels, finan- subjects
discussions of policy, inspirational
cial consortiums, and the economic work of the speeches,of: goodwill
promotional
League of Nations. This is a sound and useful speeches, explanationsspeeches,
instructions, oral
introduction t o world economics." John Carter. reports and speeches ofand
courtesy." ManageForbes, November 15, 1930, p. 68. 150 words. ment Revtew, November, 1930, p. 389. 56
P r o u t y , W. L. Appraisers a n d assessor8 words.
m a n u a l . McGraw-Hill, 1930. $5.00.
"This collection of speeches by prominent
shows that all speeches
"Here IS a book offering clear and complete business men
d~rectionsfor effective procedure to all who are have certain points in common and a study o i
these
speeches
will
assist
t h e speaker in planconcerned in any way with the appraisal of
Dartnell Reference
land, buildings, machinery, merchandise, per- ning talks of his own."
sonal property, automobiles, household goods, Index.
"Selected addresses of various types are
stocks and bonds, and so on, and it should be,
therefore, an integral part of a banker's li- included-in all about 77 addresses by wellknown
business men. T h e collect~onis prefaced
brary."
Bankers Monthly, October, 1930,
b a luief a;d helpful analysis of the structure
p. T 2 . 560 words.
Not only does it contain a great amount of o r a speech. H. P Dutton. Factory and Inuseful data on the appraisal of mdustr~aland dustrial Management, May, 1930, p. 1098.
other types of buddings, equipment, and 91,yords.
The speeches are well selected and well
merchandise, but it also outli~lesa ~ystematic
edited. Among the noted men whose speeches
procedure which should prove most h,$pful
appear
are Herbert Hoover, George B. Cortelwhere large properties are t o be valued
H.
P. Dutton. Factory and Industr~al Manage- you, Harry E. Guggenheim, I-IaIey Fiske, Bruce
Barton, Francis P. Garan, E. St. Elmo Lewis.
m y t , November, 1930, p. 975. 60 words.
The authors are to be congratulated on Charles M. Schwab, Elihu Root, F n . J. G.
their concise presentation of a most complex Harbord and Charles Evans Hughes. \V~Hiam
subject; and anyone interested in pro erty Feather. Nation's Business, September; 1930.
p. 148. 80 words.
values, especially those whose rcspons&ity
it is to pass on property values, will find in this Sutcliffe, W. G. a n d Bond, L. A. S a v l n g s
manual a wealth of assistance in draaing conaL
b a n k s a n d savings d e p a r t m e n t m a n r g e elusions." H. M. Temple. Journal of Acm e n t . Harper, 1930. 15.00.
countancy, December, 1930, p. 469. 332 words.
"Most books on bankmg subjects a r e either
Rcitell, Charles. Cost flnding f o r engl- practical explanations of ihe operation and
neers. MrGraw-IIill, 1930. $5.00.
management of the department or inst~tution
"This book is written for engineering stu- under discussion, or are theoretical treatises
dents without previous accounting training dealing only with t h e general policies which
There is need for education of young underlie such operation. In this book, however.
engineers along accounting lines, and this work, which has been written by a practical savings
even though it be an elementary restatement banker and a professor of economics, both
views are given." Bankers Magazine, August,
of fam~liarideas, is a start in t h ~ sdirection."
American Economic Review, December, 1930, 19:0, p. 290. 385 words.
A working handbook of econon~icinformap. $?41. !80 words.
I t glves a thorough basic treatment be- tion and daily practice for savings banks and
Bankers Monthly, October,
ginning with an introduction to accounting departments."
and by eliminating non-essentials it takes the 1930, p. 72. 15 words.
experienced retailers. I t is a valuable contribution to practical business methods."
John Carter. Forbes, February 15, 1930, p.
77. 85 uords.
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"It is remarkably complete in that it de-

ecribetl the minute detail exrsting in savings
bank operation and ~t also outlines the policies

conform t o the modern tempo. I t is attached
to mabsive desks, and drawers filled with private
rubb~sh. I t clings t o the memorandum system
of communication. I t likes privacy, stuffedshtrt dignity, and the heavy nonsense of committee meetings.
Slack times offer the opportunity to survey
our follies. I recommend that every executive
obtain this book." William Feather. Nation's
Business, May, 1930, p. 230. 645 words.

which make the procedures necessary. The
authors have given considerable space t o investment trusts as well as to the various types
of savings tnstitutions."
Certified Public
Accountant, October, 1930,,p. 318. 90 words.
"The book Savings Banks and Savings Department Management constitutes another
contribution t o the literature on business management of which there has b e y a good deal
Federal reserve system.
puhlished during the past year
De Wrtt C, t ~ a r b u r g P.
, M.
Eggleston. Journal of Accountancy, Septem2v. M a c m i l l a n , 1930. $2.00.
k,1930, p. 229. 396 words.
"3lr Warburg proceeds on the assumption
Vaile, R. S. M a r k e t organization: a n that there are already a number of first-rate
i n t r o d u c t o r y course.
Ronald, 1930. books which deal wrth the results of federal
reserve operatron, and that what we need most
$4.00.
is an accurate account of the genesis of the
"The contents of many of the chapters system " G W. Dowrie. Amertcan Economic
d-ly
resemble those of other elementary Review, December, 1930, p 761. 1200 words
tcrts; but in numerous instances new points
"That a man so intimately concerned with
d v i e w and new subject matter are introduced."
the origln of the Federal Reserve System and
J. L. Palmer. American Economic Review, so rnfluential in bankrns circles should agree
December, 1930, p. 741. 275 words.
to make p u b l ~ chis experrences and thoughts in
"It digests and condenses 'the veritable connection with this crucral subject is a matter
Bankers Magazine,
deluge' of books on marketing in a most of no small interest."
satisfactory wa and is, for that reason, t o be August, 1930, p. 290. 336 words.
recommended Ydr anyone who desires a book
"Mr. Warburg moreover has been cont o help him understand what 'mfrketing' is trnuously active in banking affairs of the largest
about and what it purports t o do
Distribu- type ever since then. Thus it is seen that not
tion and Warehousing, August, 1930, p, 36. only is hrs authority unbounded for handling
360 words.
the history of the Federal Reserve System,
"The book would seem to fill the very real which he does in rlluminative detail within
need for a basic marketing text in secondary these covers, but also both in theory and
achmle, business and junior collegea, normal practice that he is emrnently equipped for
schools, and other rnstitutions where Marketing constructwe criticism of what he considers
is presented very early In the Commerce cur- its defects and for sympathetic observations
riculum." H. H. Maynard. Journal of Busi- and r~commendationsfor changes to remedy
Industrial Digest, July, 1930, p. 23.
nessEducation, August, 1930, p 41. 252 words. them
"The careful student of marketing will 310 words.
recognize the limrtations of this book a s it is
"The two heavy volumes in which these are
prepared for college freshmen. This is not a presented bear a formidable a pearance, but
criticism of the book in view of its purpose, but the story rtself is included in t i e firat part of
for the business man, this is a partial the first volume: the appendix fills the relimitation." J. R. Hawkinson. Management malnder of the book wlth supporting documents." Nation's Business, July, 1930, p. 128.
Review, December, 1930, p. 423. 755 words.
78 words.
Walker, L. C. Office a n d tomorrow's bueiness. C e n t u r y , 1930. $1.50.
Winkler, J. K. M o r g a n t h e magnificent.
"The book is based on 30 years' study of
V a n g u a r d , 1930. 53.50
office operation and administration and indudes chapters on office layout, the flow of
". . A splendid portrait of t h e great bull
work, system, office forms and records, and of Wall Street.
T h e title 'magnificent'
other routine matters " Dartnell Reference is a proper description of the man, whether you
Index. 110 words
like him or not.
William Feather. Nation's
"In Office and Tomorrow's Business he Business, November, 1930, p 94. 560 words.
crystallizes 30 years of experience and observa"The readability of this book differentrates
tion, blazrng a new trall which leads to sim- jt from the average biography of the leaders
plification of office procedure and the cuttrng of finance. However, there is no indication of
of overhead costs all through a business. An in- inaccuracy in connection with the finance
terenting feature of the book is a group of three history of thts country." R. L. Smitley. Busichapters introducing a broad new philoso hy ness Briefs, October, 1930, p. 72. 110 words.
of business operation for slack times, reveafing
"A Yankee individualist, wrth a cosmopolitan
how a eriod of dul?, business may be turned t o educat~on,a mathematical genrus, a Florentine
profitahe account.
Industrial Digest, May, love of beauty, a fortune, an iron will, and the
1930, p. 32. 200 words.
temper of a potentate; is here revealed rn a
"Straight-line production has been accom- rapid and popular style." John Carter Forbes,
plished in the factory, hut the office refuses to November 15, 1930, p. 68. 235 words.
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Associations
We list this month under Associations a
meeting a t Dayton, Ohio. In another colurnr~
President Reynolds notes a gathering in Milwaukee and we are informed that special
librarians a t Columbus, Ohio, are planning
a conference. We welcome news from the
field-

The Baltimore Chapter held its first dinner
meeting on Friday, November 21, a t the
Hidden Garden on Saint Paul Street. The
speakers were Miss Adeline Pratt, Director of
t h e Maryland Public Library Commission,
who took for her topic "The Library as a storehouse of knowledge and a s a preserver of knosledge."
Mr William G. Schules, Ass~stant
Librarian, The Welch Library, discussed the
library and its relation t o productive research.
Under the heading "Things a special librarian
can do," Miss Catharine Tracey of the Enoch
Pratt Free Library, talked about the proper
cataloging and shelving of books and pamphlets, and Dr. Horace Flack of the Municipal
Reference Library, discussed reference services. Miss Pauline McCauley of the Enoch
Pratt Free Library presented the topic "Read
reviews and keep up with new publications."
Mr. W. S. Hamill, Baltimore Association of
Commerce, showed the value of the librarian
a s a consultant and as a research associate
The final addreaa was by Miss Alice V. Reynolds, Librarian of the Consolidated Gas and
Electric Company, under the title "Our job
is what we make of it."
L
T h e Baltmore Chapter plan three other
meetings during the aeason, the second meeting t o discuss some great libraries and the
research facilitica in Baltimore.
The third
meeting will have as a t o p ~ c"The Science of
Bibliography" with special emphasis on a
typical special library in Baltimore. The final
meeting will take for a subject "Our new public
library" with a n address by the President of the
Baltimore Chapter.
The Special L~brariansof Cinc~nnatiheld a
Christmas party, Thursday, Dcccmber 18,
1930, a t the home of Miss Mary R. Cochran,
and in add~tion to the little gathering the
group provided a dinner and attractive presents
for the members of four fam~lies.These families
were deserving cases suggested by the Assoc~ated Charities and numbered in all 29
people.

Dayton
At the Ohio State Library meeting on Thursday, October 16th, a t Dayton, Ohio, a group of
special librarians, heads of technology departments in public libraries and others intereeted in
special library problems gathered for luncheon.
Miss Grayce Hartley of the Engineers' Club,
Dayton, Ohio, suggested a few topics for d b
cussion and nearly everyone present participated. Miss E. Gertrude Avey, President of the
Cincinnat~ Chapter, took a n active part in
arranging the luncheon.
11111101~
The lliinois Chapter of the Special Librhea
Association held a meeting on Monday.
December 8, 1930, a t the Presbyterian Hospital, Chicago. Over s ~ x t ypersons were guests
of the Presbyterian Hospital a t a splendid
luncheon.
The meeting was called to order by the
President, Mr. Conforti, who turned the gavel
over to Miss Mead, Program Chairman.
Miss Mead, actlng as toastmistress, introduced Mr. Asa Bacon, superintendent of the
hospital. Mr. Bacon touched upon the eubjects of the hospital l~braryestablishment, its
progress and achievements, and its present sixmonth training course.
Then the toastmistress introduced the principal speaker, Doctor Morris Fishbein, editor
of the Journal of the American Medical ABsociation. Doctor F~shbeingave a n instructive
and extremely entertaining thirty-minute talk
on Hosp~talLibraries.
The main subject of his remarks was on tne
type of books recommended for patients and
the effects of booke on the patients.
Miss Lindem, t h e librarian, spoke on the
organization and personnel of the libraryas well as on the six-month trainmg course.
After adjournment pictures were taken by
the Tribune photographer and a n inspection
trip of the hospital made.
New York
The various Groups of the New York S. L. A.
have had several get-together luncheons during
the past few weeks.
The Advertising Group met a t the Hotel
Murray on December 19th t o discuss problems
of interest.
The Civic-Social Group held its first Group
meeting in November at the Woodrow Wilson
Memorial Library of which Miss Helen Wheeler
Is librarian.
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The second "tea meeting" was held by the
Group on December 5th in the beautiful new
library of the Council on Foreign Relations
over which Miss Ruth Savord presides. T h e
Councd has converted a n old reeidence on East65th Street into attractive headquarters.
The Fmancial Group had an enjoyable
luncheon meetlng a t the Round Tahle on
December 2d with 35 members in attendance.
The Insurance Group held a deligl~tful
luncheon meeting in the Metropolitan Life
.Insurance Company on December 19th The
guest of the occaslon was MISS Alice Watts,
Librarian of the Aetna Insurance Company of
Hartford, Connecticut.
The Legal Group has been holding informal
luncheons during the fall and winter in small
groups, but have not had a formal meeting.
The Museum Group held its first meeting
on December 12th a t the Roosevelt House
Library and Museum. Mrss Nora E. Cordingley, Chairman, presided and later afternoon
tea was served in the Directors' Room.
A few newspaper l~brarianshad luncheon
recently a t the Hearthstone In honor of Professor Robert W. Desmond, Assistant Professor
of Journal~sma t the University of M~nnesota,
who IS writing a book on newspaper libraries.
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Philadelphia," was a most entertaining and
instructive narratwe of the attempts to provide
adequate transportation facilities for Ph~ladelphia from the early stage coach days of
1792, on t o +he omnibus, the horse car, the
steam railroad and eventually the electric
railway. I t was interesting to hear that every
charter granted u n t ~ l1860 met with the most
v~olent and earnest opposit~on from the
cit~zens. "Just as the steam railroad met the
opposition of the Conestoga wagon, so the
street railway met with bitter opposition from
those interested in the omnibus lines." The
public generally had no knowledge of their
character or convenience, but were convinced
that they would do little but "disturb the
repose of the streets and make life unbearable
on account of the noise." Col. Andrews con.
cluded h ~ address
s
with a brief history of the
P. R. T. t o date.
Mrs. Faltermayer gave a thoroughly interesting account of the activities of her library
The members were given an opportunity to
visit t h e library following the adjournment of
the meeting.
I

*

*

The Special Libraries Council of Philadelphia
and vicinity held its regular meeting on Friday,
The New York special Irbrarians are planning December 5, in the conference room of the
a skating party on some Saturday afternoon Philadelphia Bureau of Municipal Research.
during February into Connecticut or \Vest- As usual quite a number of the members met
chester. The excursion is In charge of Miss for dinner a t the Venture Tea Room before the
hlarguerite Burnett of the Federal Reserve meeting. Miss Helen Gruner, Librarian of the
Bureau of Municipal Research, and hostess
Bank.
of the evening, was most fortunate in securing
as the pr~ncipal speaker Harold Evans, a
Philadelphia
The November meeting of the Special director of the Bureau, and a former member
Libraries Council of Philadelphia and vicinity of the Pennsylvania Public Service Comwas held on the 7th, a t the attractive new mission. Mr. Evans, an expert on Philadelphia
quarters of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit street railway problems, made a moat interestCompany library, with an attendance of forty- ing and informing address on the subject. He
e~ght. Precedmg the meeting, twenty-two discussed the problems of the transit situation
members dined together a t the Blue Bowl in Philadelphia from the beginning of Mitten
management in 1911 up t o the present time,
Tea Room.
lliss Bem~s, Chairman of the Council, making a clearer picture for most of us of such
opened the meeting and introduced the speak- important issues as the underlying companies
er, Col. J. H. M. Andrews, Assistant to the and leaseholds; the valuation problem: the
\'ice-President of the Philadelphia Rapid plan of operation of the city-owned high speed
Trans~tCompany. In a cordial welcome to the lines, and other features of the Mitten manmembers of the Council, Col. Andrews com- agement plan which are of general interest
mented upon the valuable work being done to Philadelphians.
by the bus~nesslibrar~es,and paid high trlbute
Thc concluding part of the program conto the staff of the Philadelph~aRapid T r a n s ~ t sisted of a talk on the value of membership
Company library for the efficient services in the Spec~alLibraries Association by Miss
rendered the executives of the Company.
ICcller. As one of the department editors of
Col Andrews' address entltled "The de- "Special L~braries"and a cornnuttee chairman
velopment of street railway t r a n s ~ o r t a t ~ oinn of the national organization, Miss Keller was
*

*

I
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well qualified to talk on this subject. She referred t o the S. L. A, leaflet, No. I , entitled
"Scope and purpose of S. L. A.," which had
been mailed to every member of the Council
preceding this meeting, tmphdiliZing the points
it contamed, and spoke gbf~ci'aliy of the advantages of membership. We hope for action
and real results in this respect for 1931.
The chairman announced that a conIerence
meeting on library problems would be held
on December 12, and that the regular January
meeting of the Council would be in charge of
t h e newspaper group, the place and program
t o be announced later.
Miss Gruner told of the interestmg work of
her library and described briefly the plans and
arrangement of her collection. She then invited the group t o the library where we heard
more mteresting things about its functions,
and saw many new and important publications
on exhibit.
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of forest fires and how t h e Forest Service
fights them; of wild life in t h e f o e , including
some splendid close-ups of a glorious old buck
and of several varieties of game fowl. T h e
I .program * w f s
,exceptionally interesting and
d r e ~ d n eof t h e largest gatherings of t h e year.

*

*

*

Members of the Special Libraries Association
of San Francisco were t h e guests of t h e California Economic Research Council a t its 10th
semi-annual conference, on Friday, December
12th. Luncheon was served a t t h e Fairmont
Hotel prior l o the confercnce.
Subjects discussed *#ere: Factors in industrial development o n the Pacific coast; A
standard practlce code for chambers of commerce: The need for facts about employment
and unemployment; and a round table discussion of Market Research.
S o u t h e r n California

The regular December meeting, under the
The Pittsburgh Speclal Libraries Association direction of Mrs. Mary E. Irish, Chairman of
met a t "Ye Singing Kettle" on December 10, the Social Committee, was a Travel Evening,
1930, for a dinner nleetlng. After a brief busi- a pleasant change from the ordinary business
ness meeting, In which plans were d~scussed meetmg and professional lecture.
Taentyfor the conling joint Cleveland-Pittsburgh five members and friends met on December 16
meeting t o be held in Pittsburgh on February a t the Barlow Medical Library, 742 North
23, 1931, Miss Marion L. Hatch, Librarian of Broadway, where each one donned a hat o r
t h e Business Branch of the Carnegie Library, cap representing some country a n d enjoyed
noted the change in name from Business Dis- a cosrnopol~tan dtnner served in t h e library
trict Branch to Business Branch. She also by Mrs, Irish and her committee.
called attention t o the new policy of making
Committee reports were omitted from the
the collection more definitely related to business books, which was coincident \nth the short busmess Ineetlng. Budget requirements
removal of the library to its new location in for 1931 Mere discussed. A suggestion that we
consider the compilation of a Union List of
the Union Trust Building.
Serials was received, but t h e members felt
S a n Francieco
that they would leave that task, a t least for
,
The November meet~ngof the Spec~al Li- the present, t o some other organization o r
brar~esAssociation of San Francisco was held group, as our Union List of Periodicals was not
a t the headquarters of the California Region quite finished. I t was voted t h a t the treasurer
01 the United States Forest Service, in the pay the diffcrcnce between t h e members'
Ferry Building. The offices were temporarily donailon or 25c each for t h e dinner, and the
made into a dining room and a delicious dmner actual cost.
was served.
After the business mccting, several members
After d ~ n n e r a n inforn~al visil to Mrs. told briefly of interesting vacation trips. and
Lundgren's varlet1 l~braryand a short busincss Mrs. Irish gave a most entertaining account
meeting for thc purpose of taking the vote on of her European evperiences of last sunlmcr.
an~enrlmentsto the Constitution and By-Lans
preceded the talk by Mr. \Vallace I. I4utchinson, chief of public relations. The extent, \.due,
Next m o n t h we p r i n t s c h e d u l e s of f o r t h benefits, and beauty of our country's national coming m e e t i n g s as a n n o u n c e d by t h e
forests furnished the theme of Mr. I-lutchin- officers of t h e locnl Associations. W e ask
son's talk, which was illustrated with excellent
slides. Then we had movies-of the municipal t h e cooperation of t h e local s e a e t a r i e e in
camps in the national forests of California; preparlng correct c o p y .
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Events and Publications
Rebecca B. Rankin, Department Editor
A description oi the nea quarters of t h e
New York Municipal Reference Library may
be read in the Library Journal of November 15,
1930.
Queensborough Public Library has a new
monthly entitled "The Library Door." I t is
attractively gotten up and apparently intended
as publicity material.

man of the Special Libraries Council of Philadelphia and vicinity, assumes additional duties
by j o m n g the staff of special lecturers at the
Drexel Institute, School of Library Science,
Philadelphia, t o conduct a course of lecture
on order work.

*

*

*

"The Houghton Pay Envelope." November,
1930, the house organ of E. F . Houghton &
Co., Philadelphia, carries an article by their
librarian, Miss Anna S. Bonsall, on the Special
Libraries Council of Philadelphia and vicinity.

T h e Bethlehem Steel Company a t Bethlehem, Pa., has engaged a librarian for a new
library being developed under the supervision
of the Advertismg Department, Mr. S. H.
Yorks, manager. \ \ e shall expect t h i s t o become one of our Important specla1 l i b r a r i e s in
industry.

We as librarians are interested to see that
when Lady Astor of England entertained the
thirty-six women of England purported to be
its most brilliant that librar~anshipwas represented by Miss Schuckburgh.

Vera Dodge, librarian of the former 3,Iuseum
of the Peaceful Arts, reports that the m u s e u m ' s
name has been changed to Sea. York M u s e u m
of Science and Industry. It IS located a t 220
East: 42d Street, New York Clty.

Have you sent in your order for the new
"Union List of Periodicals in Spec~alLibrar~es
of the Metropolltan District of New York?"
If not, do so a t once Cop~esmay be obtained
from MISS Ruth Savord, 45 East 65 Street,
New York, N. Y.-price $4 00

The Book Service of the Dartnell C o r p o r a t i o n
of Chicago recently issued a llttle leaflet entitled "Reviews of recently issued b o o k s on
sales and advertising subjects." N e a r l y forty
books are reviewed ~n t h ~ spamphlet a n d the
~tenlsare grouped under general t o p i c s such
as advertising copy, busmess organization,
market analysis, retail merchandising a n d other
titles.
For purchasing purposes a n order
number is appended to each entry.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The August issue of Moonbeams, the house
organ published monthly by the Proctor &
Gamble Company, has an article on the sixth
annual Soap Sculpture Competition by Grace
Stowell, librarian of the Proctor & Gamble
Company.

*

*

*

Some energet~cperson could make a most
impos~ngdisplay of the public~ty for special
libraries ~ h i c happears in "house organs"
And if added to that were publications of the
special libraries which edlt and publish their
own bulletins or monthly rnagazmes, the array
uould be greatly increased.

*

*

*

*

*

In Boston Btrsiness of November, 1930 we
read with Interest the article by R. A Ilg on
"Research Shall Point the Way." He shows
the Importance of research which is the "magic
key which unlocks t h e treasure chest of new
busmess."

*

*

*

Dorothy Uernis, l~brarianof the Lippincott
Llbrary, University of Pennsylvania and chair-

T h e National Bureau of C a s u a l t y and
Surety Underwriters, 1 Park Avenue, Kew
York, N. Y., has a complete file of all s t a t e
legislation and the rules and regulations of
Thls
commissions on Industrial Sqfety.
material is carefully indexed and k e p t up-todate. I t is the best file on this s u b j e c t . Information contained therein will be given on the
telephone by the librarian, Miss Mildred Pressman, (Lexington 7590).
I

*

.

Mrs. F. C Minaker, research librarian of the
Dartnell Corporation, tells us of their S e r v i c e
for Sales Executlves which includes a s e t of
Index Cards, divided in six, 3 x 5, c a r d s by
perforations, each containmg a r e v i e w of
articles, books or reports on business s u b j e c t * .
These cards may be filed always handy t o
consult. Are you familiar w ~ t hthis S e r v i c e ?
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Personal Notes
Estelle Lrebman is doing some spec~al
Lillian Ginsbury has joined the staff of
cataloging a t Fordham University Library.
,
Mass.
the Kirstein Business L ~ b r a r yBoston,
a

*

*

*

Rachel T. Benson, recently in library work
in the Hawaiian Islands, is now librarian of the
Newark Museum.

*

*

*

*

I

We extend sympathy t o Isabel H. Jackson of the Bank of America Lrbrary, San
Francisco, for the recent loss of her mother.

*

*

Betty Dowell, formerly with the ExperlOur sympathy is also extended to Margaret
mental Research Library of the Du Pont
Bonnell, of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company at \Vilmington, has become ass~stant
Library, whose father passed away on New
in the Russell Sage Foundation Library, New
Year's Day.
York C ~ t y
*
*
*

.

+

*

*

Susan Lancaster, for three years lrbrarian of
the Barbizon Club Library, is now reference
librarian in the Montclair Free Llbrary, Montclair, N. J

*

*

*

Mrs. Helena R. Butchy is connected with the
Longmans, Green Publrshing Company, New
York City.
*

*

I

Virginia Turrell is cataloging at the Bar
Association of New York.
*

*

a

Ruth Wellman, who has been head of the
Extension Div~sion of the New York Public
Library, has become librarian of the New
School for Social Research a t its new quarters,
66 Li-est 12th Street, New York City.

*

*

*

Dorothy E. Chamberlam has joined the
cataloging department of Columbia University.

*

*

*

Irene Benson has accepted a posltlon as
indexer for the American Map Company, New
York City
*

I

*

Gertrude Louise Harrington was married
on March 10th to Mr Leon V. Thompson.
Mrs. Thompson is continurng her work a t the
library of the Insurance Society of New York.

*

*

*

Aline Heitkamp, librarian of the General
Electrrc Company, was marrled on September
10th t o M r Charles J. Krapp. She is continurng her library work.
C

t

*

Linda Modey, after a long illness, has
returned to her desk, but plan!, to remain only
a few hours dally for the present

*

*

*

Xlarre C. Rrace is now acting head of
the Industrial Department of thc Enoch
Pratt Free 1-~brarya t Baltimore, Maryland.

Elsie C Williams, a n assistant in the Library of Redmond & Co., New York, has
resigned and accepted another position.

*

*

*

Reba Gore, reference worker of the Engineering Societres Library, New York,
has been enjoying a n extended trip abroad.
She has recently returned t o the City.

*

+

*

Mrs. Leonora (Willems-) I-Iering and Mrs.
Lois McVeigh of S a n Francrsco are doing research work for t h e California Commission
for the Study of Educational Problems, a t
Belmont, Californ~a.

*

*

*

Ruth Ambler who has been an assistant in the library of t h e Hudson Research
Library in N e w York has severed that connection
and is now doing a spec~aljob of indexing for
the Arnerrcan Map Company.

*

*

+

Dorothy Watso~r,librarian of the Bankers
Trust Company, was appomted chairman of
the library committee of the American Institute of Banking in accordance with their policy
in recent years of having the librarian ot some
prominent bank act in this capacity for each
year.
I

*

*

Frank H. Chase, Assistant Librarian of the
Boston Public Library, dred on December 12th
a t hrs home in Hingham. Mr. Chase has been
connected with the Boston Public L ~ b m r yfor
nearly two decades and prior to that time \\as
He recently rein the educational field.
organized t h e lrbrary of the University Club
and served as its librarian. He \\as an actlve
rnernber of the Special Libraries Association,
Boston Chapter, and a past preudent of the
Massachusetts L ~ b r a r yClub. JIr. Chase \\ds
an accompl~shedlinguist nntl a frequenr spcnkcr
at library nieetrngs
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